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STIPENDIARY STEWARDS’ REPORT  

FRIDAY 11th DECEMBER, 2009 

BUSAN-GYEONGNAM RACECOURSE 

 
Weather: Fine                                                                               Track moisture:R1- 3  14%                                                      

R4-10  13% 

 

STEWARDS: Brett A Wright (Chairman), Shin Yong Sang and Lee Jung Hee 

___________________________________________________ 

 

Race 1 1000m-CLASS 5 (Domestic-bred)-1pm 

 

Paran was slow to begin. King Hunter jumped awkwardly and shifted in. Yeongildaero began 

awkwardly. Hangang Master jumped with its head up and shifted out. Near the 700m 

Yeongildaero, which was laying out, ran out across the heels of Hangang Master. A post race 

veterinary examination of Yeongildaero did not reveal any obvious abnormality, however; Paran 
was found to be lame in both hind legs.  

 

 

Race 2 1000m-CLASS 4 (Foreign-bred)-1.30pm 

 

Achimui Jeonggi and Dream Perfect bumped on jumping. Cash Rider, became unbalanced and lost 

ground after beginning awkwardly, shifting in and bumping with Saetbyeol. On leaving the gates 

Seonggong Bulpae ran out and made heavy contact with Bugyeong Mussang, resulting in both 

horses becoming badly unbalanced. Shortly after the start Gaya Jijon dipped. In the middle stages 

Samda Dolpung lay out and raced wide. A post race veterinary examination of Achimui Jeonggi 
did not reveal any obvious abnormality. 

 

Race 3 1000m-CLASS 4 (Domestic-bred)-2pm 

 

Gaho was slow into stride and shortly after the start shifted in abruptly. Approaching the 800m 

Click To Win was steadied and shifted in, after being momentarily crowded between Wanjeon 
Mujeok and Geumbit Jilju, both of which shifted ground slightly. Near the 700m Crown Flag and 

Wanjeon Mujeok bumped. A post race veterinary examination of Crown Flag did not reveal any 

obvious abnormality, however; Last Forever was found to be lame in both forelegs.  

 

 

Race 4 1200m-CLASS 4 (Domestic-bred)-2.30pm 

 

Cobalt Blue and Magic Hero bumped on jumping. Blue Card was slow to begin. Yeongyeroun and 

Hadeong Jijon brushed on leaving the gates. Ensuing from an inquiry, jockey Park Sung 

Kwang(Mister Park) was fined 100,000\ for careless riding in that near the 900m he made 

insufficient effort to straighten his mount, which was laying out, resulting in Bulpae Jeonseol, 
which was racing inside of Survival, clipping the heels of Mister Park and blundering. Kim Young 

Kwan, trainer of Mister Park, will be advised a warning would be recorded against the gelding and 

steps must be taken to rectify its bad behaviour. Approaching the 800m Urijip got its head up 

when being checked from the heels of Magic Hero.  
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Passing the 600m until on straightening, Mister Park, continued to lay out, obliging Survival to 

race round the home turn. A post race veterinary examination of Blue Card and Haedong Jijon did 

not reveal any obvious abnormalities.  

 

 

Race 5 1200m-CLASS 2 (Domestic-bred)-3pm 

 
On jumping Galsaek Geotap became unbalanced after being bumped by New World Record, which 

shifted in after being brushed by Bravo Kyane. Also on jumping Sanbang Byeol, shifted out and 

tightened Big Heart onto Black Scorpion. For a short distance after Big Heart raced 

ungenerously with its head up. Apprentice Kim Nam Sung(Hangang Ruby) was warned that his 

use of the whip on the horse from the 250m was excessive and a repetition would lead to stronger 

action being taken. A post race veterinary examination of Galsaek Geotap did not reveal any 

obvious abnormality, however; Rush was found to be lame in both forelegs. 

 

Race 6 1400m-CLASS 3 (Foreign-bred)-3.30pm 

 

Global Jeongsang began awkwardly with its head up and in the early stages, continued to race 

with its head up. Jockey M Wepner(Bonghwasan Jeongi) was fined 30,000\ for careless riding in 

that near the 900m he permitted his mount to roll in and momentarily tighten Cha Cha, which was 

steadied. A post race veterinary examination of Yeongwonhan Useung and Champ Force did not 

reveal any obvious abnormality, however; Hwanggeum Sagwa was found to be lame in the off 

foreleg. 

 

Race 7 1400m-CLASS 3 (Domestic-bred)-4pm 

 

Sagyejeol Sinseon reared when the gates opened. Daewangbeol was slow into stride. Near the 

1300m Sagyejeol Sinseon was eased and shifted out when awkward close to the heels of Sky Blue. 
For some considerable distance after the 1000m Hwaryeohanyeolpung raced keenly and was 

awkward close to the heels of Choegoui Gyeongji. After the 800m Using Maker(App Kim Hong Il) 

commenced to lay out and near the 700m, shifted out, resulting in Sky Blue being eased. Using 
Maker continued to lay out and making the home turn, shifted out across the heels of Grace 
Thunder. Apprentice Kim Hong Il was told that whilst it was accepted Using Maker was laying out 

and he was having difficulty in trying to correct the filly, his approach and body position were not 

conducive to correcting the horse. On a number of occasions after the 400m Scud and Grace 
Thunder bumped, due to both horses shifting ground. A post race veterinary examination of Sky 
Blue, Grace Thunder and Namhae Yeowang did not reveal any obvious abnormality, however; 

Scud was found to be lame in the near foreleg. A sample was directed to be taken from Namhae 
Yeowang. 
 

 

Race 8 1400m-CLASS 2 (Foreign-bred)-4.30pm 

On jumping Baegisan shifted in despite the efforts of jockey Choi Si Dae and tightened Northern 
Diva onto Choedae Geoljakpum, which in turn was tightened onto Kiwi’s Playboy, which shifted 

in, resulting in Chowon being steadied. Shortly after the start Jeongbeol Hwangje shifted in after 

bumping with Exciting Winner and made contact with the hindquarters of Kwaegeol Jilju. 
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Approaching the 1000m I First was steadied when crowded by Kiwi’s Playboy(Park Sung Kwang), 

which shifted in slightly. Jockey Park Sung Kwang was advised to exercise more care. Northern 
Diva was taken wide round the home turn. A post race veterinary examination of I First, Chowon 
and Kwaegeol Jilju did not reveal any obvious abnormality.  

 

Race 9 1800m-CLASS 1 (Domestic-bred)-5pm 

 

Sinheung Gangja, which stood in the gates, losing considerable ground, will be required to 

perform to the satisfaction of the Starter in an official stall test before being permitted to start 

again. Cho Yong Bae, trainer of Sinheung Gangja was advised that given the previous record of 

the colt in respect of this matter, a warning would be placed on the horse but a repetition in the 

near future, would result in Sinheung Gangja incurring a period of suspension from racing. Lucky 
Dancer began awkwardly. Jockey Park Sung Kwang(Lucky Dancer) was fined 50,000\ for 

excessive use of the whip on the colt after the 150m. A post race veterinary examination of 

Choegang Brand, Queen of Moonstone and Sinheung Gangja did not reveal any obvious 

abnormality. 

 

Race 10 1600m-CLASS 3 (Domestic-bred)-5.30pm 

Speed Wagon and Saesaem began awkwardly. Hero Age was slow to begin. Approaching the 

1200m the saddle on Good Man commenced to shift forward slightly and shortly after, when being 

steadied, shifted forward over the withers, placing its rider, jockey Choi Si Dae at a severe 

disadvantage for the remainder of the race. Trainer Yoon Young Gui will be afforded an 

opportunity to explain the apparent improved performance of Miracle Glory as compared to its 

previous start, when the filly finished almost 14 lengths behind the winner on that day. A post race 

veterinary examination of Saesaem revealed the filly to be lame in both front legs.  

 

 

GENERAL: In addition to those horses reported sent for sampling, routine urine samples were 

ordered to be taken from the first three placed horses in each race. 

 
SUMMARY OF ACTION TAKEN 

SUSPENSIONS Nil 

REPRIMANDS Nil 

FINES 

Race 4 – Park Sung Kwang 
Race 6 – M Wepner 

Race 9 – Park Sung Kwang 

WARNINGS 

Race 5 – Kim Nam Sung 

Race 4 – Mister Park 

Race 9 – Singheung Gangja 

RACE TRIALS Nil 

STALL TESTS Race 9 – Singheung Gangja 

BLEEDERS Nil 

DISQUALIFICATIONS Nil 

FALLS Nil 

FOLLOW UP Nil 

 


